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Seahorse – Hippocampus – one mythical (large) and one marine (small)

JOURNAL SCAN

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

We note with sadness the death of Hugh Murray. His story of the Griffin at York was
a real little gem.
Midsummer Day on 24th June is the feast day of St John the Baptist. At school, we
celebrated it with a huge bonfire and music from Wagner’s Mastersingers of
Nuremburg, which is itself a tribute to St John. The Overture, the great Awake!
Chorus and Walter’s Prize Song are often played but we hardly ever hear the lovely
opening Chorale, and this, I am told, is because musical cognoscenti regard it as
pastiche, Wagner trying to do Bach. We sang it before lighting the bonfire, followed
by the Awake as the flames roared skyward, an experience much revered and never
forgotten.
The picture on the cover was sent in by Baz Manning as part of the website of New
Page Books which contains, amongst much else, The Creature of the Month by
Oberon Zell-Ravenheart (a made-up name if ever I saw one), this time featuring
Hippocampus, the Sea Horse. It starts by saying that it was a mediaeval belief, as
told in the Physiologus, that every animal on land had its equivalent in the sea, this
being but one of many, and goes on to give a thorough account of its appearance in
folklore and literature, well worth a perusal for those interested.
A BURMESE BEASTIE Advertising an Airline

The Norfolk Standard (May 2013) has
some fine red Griffin’s heads in the
Tilney arms, from a Seventeenth-Century
Armorial Pedigree Roll in the Norfolk
Record Office, in a report of a lecture by
Dr John Alban (right). Also, as usual,
their embroidered Griffin heading the
Society News from the Secretary,
Philippa Sims (whose workmanship the
piece of embroidery is).
CORRESPONDENCE
Tony Jones sent an interesting transcript
of a paper entitled “Is the Welsh dragon
the most important object in Welsh
history?” by Evelien Bracke of Swansea
University. It gives a thorough summary
of everything we know about Y ddraig
goch, and a bit more besides, and puts it
firmly into its European context. The
author was born in Belgium, studied
Classical Philology at Ghent University, went to Ireland on an Erasmus Exchange
which turned into PhD studies at the National University of Ireland, Maynooth, where
he researched the notion of cunning intelligence in Greek myth; here he became
interested in dragon stories, as the ancient Greeks described dragons as particularly
cunning creatures. Currently he is ancient Greek and Latin tutor in the Department of
History and Classics in Swansea University, and is evidently an accomplished
dracologist. Perhaps we should recruit him. Tony might put us in touch.
Stuart Emerson was brought up in the neighbourhood of Solihull in the West
Midlands and sent a picture of the arms of the Metropolitan Borough of Solihull with
its elegant Griffin in chief. (see back page).
ODD STREAK from The Daily Mail, 10 June 2013:

If anyone can identify this oriental flying creature for us, we would be grateful.
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colour was this sticker on the front cover (right).
Otherwise, much of the content repeats what we have
already seen in earlier volumes from this team. This
illustration (below) from the title page is
characteristic of Douglas Carrel’s style of drawing,
which is carried on throughout the book. Not
entirely correct historically, this would make an
intriguing gift for an adventurous-minded grandchild.
Many thanks to Michael.

TWO BOLD SCOTTISH BEASTIES

Elizabeth Roads has sent pictures of two carvings from the outside of the Thistle
Chapel in Edinburgh, one Gargoyle above the Royal Arms of Scotland on a drainpipe,
and the other a grotesque peeping out from one of the corners. We are grateful that,
in spite of her many duties, she still keeps us informed of any fabulous creatures she
comes upon.
A DELIGHTFUL LITTLE PAPAL WYVERN
Leslie Hodgson sent this engraving of the arms of Pope Gregory XIII, from Examples
of the Ornamental Heraldry of the Sixteenth Century by Stirling-Maxwell (London,
1867). He also sent this card of the Blue Dragon designed by Jane Crowther in 2012.
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TWO CHARMING CHINESE CREATURES….

SOME KNIGHTS OF THE GARTER
Antony Farnath, Representative of the Descendants of the Knights of the Garter, has
produced a number of cards with armorial illustrations by Roland Symons, starting
with the 24 Founder Knights (plus King Edward III and Edward Prince of Wales),
then 10 KGs who were British Prime Ministers and also Old Etonians, followed by 9
KGs who were Governors General of Canada (plus the arms of Canada). So far, no
fabulous beasts but next we have a card with 71 KGs who had been at Christ Church
College, Oxford, starting from 1616, with just a few for our collection. Both Daniel
Finch, 7th Earl of Winchilsea and 2nd Earl of Nottingham, in 1752, and George Finch,
9th and 4th Earls respectively, in 1805, bore Argent a Chevron between three Griffins
passant Sable. And then Francis Howard de Grey Cowper, 7th Earl Cowper, in 1865,
bore Argent three Martlets Gules on a Chief also Gules three Annulets Or, while
Charles Stewart Vane-Tempest-Stewart, 6th Marqess of Londonderry, in 1888, had
six little black Martlets in one of his quarterings. Not a big haul, but worth noting,
with our thanks to Antony.

Roger Seabury was in a Chinese restaurant in the Lye, near Stourbridge, and spotted
these elaborate decorations of a Phoenix and a Dragon, and thought them worth
recording for our pages.
Roger also visited Blickling Hall in Norfolk and amid
many delights noted this plasterwork panel by Edward
Stanyon (left) on the ceiling of the Long Gallery
showing Vanity riding a Dragon. This was featured
in a drawing from Henry Peacham’s 1612 book
entitled Minerva Britanna, or
a Garden of Heroical Devices,
on the cover of No 68 of 13th
January 2006, where it stated
that this particular emblem
was “used in the rather
extravagant decoration in a
room in the house of John
Hobart, the second Earl of
Buckinghamshire,” but without saying that the house in
question was in fact Blickling Hall, nor that Hobart is
pronounced “Hubbard.” (Do Tasmanians know that?)
Finally, as a keen archer, Roger sent us this advertisement for
an ultra-strong adhesive called Dragon Spit Glue.
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BOOK REVIEW
A Dragonology Field Guide to DRAGONS by Ernest Drake (Dorking, 2007),
edited by Dugald Steer and illustrated by Douglas Carrel, was a present from
Michael Gunn. It includes twelve cardboard cut-out models of different species of
Dragon for assembly and numerous highly elaborate drawings, but the only one in
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